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GRÖBE ONE WAY TT50E 230V - SHREDDER + MULCHER

€909,09 (excl. VAT)

This shredder and mulcher excels thanks to three advantages: Very compact storage, super strong in its
class and affordable! The One Way 50E effortlessly shreds all your garden waste: branches, twigs,

trimmings, bark and leaves into fine mulch. Suitable for all organic material with a maximum diameter of
50mm. With the help of the heavy impact chisels and 6 double cutting hammers, it can also effortlessly
handle larger branches. The Gröbe One Way has an additional advantage over classic shredders. This

machine has only one inlet that will handle all garden waste up to the maximum diameter just as easily.
So you no longer need to sort your garden waste in advance. Easily movable and suitable for all terrains.

SKU: 0GSHR50E
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This shredder and mulcher excels thanks to three advantages: Very compact storage, super strong in its class
and affordable! The One Way 50E effortlessly shreds all your garden waste: branches, twigs, trimmings, bark

and leaves into fine mulch. Suitable for all organic material with a maximum diameter of 50mm. With the help
of the heavy impact chisels and 6 double cutting hammers, it can also effortlessly handle larger branches. The
Gröbe One Way has an additional advantage over classic shredders. This machine has only one inlet that will

handle all garden waste up to the maximum diameter just as easily. So you no longer need to sort your garden
waste in advance. Easily movable and suitable for all terrains.
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

Shredder and mulcher
Single input

Up to maximum diameter 50mm
Compact design

Large funnel with handle
For all garden waste

Adjustable mulch grille
Tip: use at least 2.5m² cable

DESCRIPTION

This shredder and mulcher excels thanks to three advantages: Very compact storage, super strong in its class
and affordable! The One Way 50E effortlessly shreds all your garden waste: branches, twigs, trimmings, bark

and leaves into fine mulch. Suitable for all organic material with a maximum diameter of 50mm. With the help
of the heavy impact chisels and 6 double cutting hammers, it can also effortlessly handle larger branches. The
Gröbe One Way has an additional advantage over classic shredders. This machine has only one inlet that will

handle all garden waste up to the maximum diameter just as easily. So you no longer need to sort your garden
waste in advance. Easily movable and suitable for all terrains.

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 60 kg

Dimensions 96 × 55 × 55 cm

Voltage 230 V

Motor 4.5 HP

Max. Ø funnel intake 50mm


